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For Maya and Olivia.

Because their dad loves them always.
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Introduction

It is a wise father that knows his own child.
The Merchant of Venice II.ii

It is my birthday – my 40th year to heaven. 

As I’m sat in the front seat of the car, the two girls tucked in safely 
behind, black sheets of rain are cascading down the windscreen. It 
sums up the day. I have come to buy the only birthday present I will 
receive today and ended up taking shelter in a car park in an out-of-
town shopping area while the July weather rains down a thousand 
relentless blows.

I know my children, and they are fretting now. The windows are 
rapidly steaming up, each raindrop echoing like the approach of a 
distant giant. The mid-afternoon light has started to take on an eerily 
forbidding gloom.

It is, as we huddle here against the storm, just a couple of months 
since my mother died of cancer. Olivia is too little to understand it; 
Maya is still struggling to process it. For me, it’s less than 60 days 
since the funeral. And I’ve been far too busy trying to be strong for 
everyone else to even consider how the events may have taken their 
toll on me. Besides, even if I had reflected upon it, what could I have 
done about it anyway? People needed me.

Time to think

That’s what being a father means to me in this moment: being the 
cornerstone. It is a vision of fatherhood probably, in part, learned 
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from my own father – yet somehow different. So many aspects of 
fatherhood have shifted in just one generation. It’s no longer an 
evening-and-weekend job. It’s no longer conducted from behind the 
sports pages of The Daily Telegraph. The demarcation has changed. 
So where do I fit in? Where do we all fit in now as men and fathers as 
the tectonic plates shift underfoot? It sets me pondering.

I am aware that Father’s Day – that is, the annual appreciation of 
fatherhood not the high-street sales opportunity – will soon mark a 
major anniversary. Popular history suggests the Father’s Day Council 
can be traced back to America in 1938, while US President Lyndon 
Johnson signed a proclamation for the third Sunday of June to be 
Father’s Day in 1966.

With Father’s Day turning 80 in 2018, it feels like a good time for 
fathers to reflect on their beliefs and values.

I am reflecting while parked in the biblical rain of a moribund July 
afternoon. There is no party this evening to get ready for, no cake 
cooling on a kitchen shelf. My mind is on other things anyway: I know 
my relationship with the girls’ mother is over.

But that’s not the difficult part. The greater dilemma strikes at 
something far deeper. Why should my relationship with my two 
beloved daughters suffer just because my life with their mother is 
at an end? After all, these two little girls have done nothing wrong.

Plenty of people would offer reasons in the months to come: the 
health worker who struggled to understand it; the solicitors who 
brought their preconceptions to the table; even a father of a girl in 
my daughter’s class who assumed I’d be taking a back seat from now 
on. Children belong with their mother, right? I don’t buy that. Is it so 
hard to understand that a man loves his children? Personally, I don’t 
see divorce and fatherhood as mutually exclusive.

There are, of course, lots of terrible dads – they’re well documented. 
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But there are also lots of devoted, caring fathers who make 
the sacrifices, sideline the selfishness of youth and take their 
responsibilities seriously. They have their failings and inadequacies 
but their motives are pure. 

The point is that dads care too. But, they may ask in their darker 
moments, who cares for them?

I started to think about them and how their voices should be heard. 
There’s a whole generation of dads away from the locker room and 
the pub snug with feelings and troubles and worries. They may be 
fallible, but they still love their children.

Seeking support

I knew in the months to come that I would need support. So I actively 
sought it out. A local Families Need Fathers (FNF: ‘because both 
parents matter’) support group put my situation in context; an old 
friend didn’t falter with check-in calls; and another father would 
trade divorce Top Trumps with me in the car park after the school 
run.

Most of all, I became a regular at my local Who Let The Dads 
Out? group, and I joined a group of men following its Daddy Cool 
programme, both through a local church close to home. This framed 
the discussion around the experiences of others and grounded 
it in aspects of faith. The leader, Ben, ran both groups without 
judgements or comments. He simply encouraged the groups, all of 
us fathers struggling with our own set of different life circumstances, 
to share experiences and supportive advice.

We didn’t reach many existential conclusions over pizza and bottled 
lager in Ben’s front room during those November evenings. That 
didn’t matter. But we did talk about our lives, explore feelings about 
being a father today, and raise questions about faith and morality 
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that many of us had not even considered since being in Sunday 
school or the absent-minded bustle of the classroom. Most of all, we 
considered not just how we were looking out for each other, but also 
how someone was looking out for us all. 

Five years on, I’m not keeping a watchful eye out for my name on the 
Queen’s New Year’s Honours list. I don’t even expect many people 
really to empathise. I’m the only one who really knows the truth: 
my course was treacherous but I steered through the choppy waters 
with rational thought and both hands on the wheel. 

I take peace these days from the fact that I stood at the crossroads, 
agonised about the different paths open to me and then made 
the best of my choice as I could see it. I looked within and above. I 
listened to the voice inside.

There have been sacrifices along the way, exhausted evenings and 
sleepless nights. There are, doubtless, more to come. Life is, I know, 
a constant journey, not a fragment frozen in zero gravity. Like many 
fathers, I’ve tried hard to maintain the strong relationship with my 
children. Like many, I too have tried hard to set a good example and 
demonstrate to them that, while life is sometimes difficult, some 
things are worth striving for. I’ve kept moving forward. 

Moving on

I’ve seen other men moving forward too, as indeed are all the men 
I’ve had the privilege of sharing stories with for this book. As we 
move towards celebrations to mark 80 years of Father’s Day, men live 
in fast-changing times. Male mental health is firmly on the agenda for 
discussion; male role models are more needed than ever before; and 
appreciation of the value of fathers is improving. 

Dads, I venture, our stock is rising.
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From writer-turned-FNF patron Louis de Bernières to footballer-
turned-children’s author Frank Lampard, high-profile figures are 
bringing the discussion about the changing nature of fatherhood 
into the mainstream. Most notably, Princes William and Harry have 
both spoken out recently about their lives in the context of mental 
health and fatherhood. Like all the ordinary, extraordinary talking 
heads in the chapters to follow, they have talked about how being a 
good dad is tough.

For example, Prince William told an Asian TV network in 2016 about 
his own experience of fatherhood. It’s a story all father’s share. 
‘There’s wonderful highs and wonderful lows. But I’ve struggled at 
times,’ he admitted. ‘The alteration from being a single, independent 
man to going into marriage and then having children is life-changing.’

Like all fathers, I suspect, he’s simply doing his best.

I always was. Back at the car park, the girls tucked in safely behind 
and the sheets of rain still lashing the windscreen, we are, at least, 
together. I go back home and see out the day in the knowledge that 
the next landmark birthday will be different. There is, despite all, 
some cake and it tastes good.

Storms will rage and subside, but I know my children. I know there’s 
one simple truth for me as a father to two girls who deserved a loving 
dad: I was there for them.
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Reflection

As I read David’s story one word comes to mind: aloneness. It’s not 
that David ever says he was alone – there were his daughters, his 
support group, Who Let The Dads Out?, his friends – but in his words 
I sense a feeling of isolation, if not physically then emotionally. He is 
buying his own birthday present, has lost his mother, is at the end of 
a relationship and is not being understood by the professionals he 
comes into contact with. He is busy being strong and has no space to 
process his own emotions.

Fatherhood, particularly at times of stress and change, can be a 
lonely business. We try to be strong, to keep our emotions hidden 
and adopt a steady, stoic manner in the face of loss, but beneath the 
surface we have a need. A need not to be alone, and with it a fear 
of being deserted. It is primal, this compulsion to want security in 
our relationships. Many childhood anxieties are fueled by the fear of 
being left alone. 

We were created by our heavenly Father, God, to be in relationship 
with others, and as David has been created in God’s image there is 
something deep within his spirit that knows his children need him 
and his constancy. Touchingly, he finishes his story with the words ‘I 
was there for them.’ It is a promise God has made to us too: 

Be strong and courageous. Do not be afraid or terrified… for 
the Lord your God goes with you; he will never leave you nor 
forsake you.
DEUTERONOMY 31:6

By being there for his children, David is replicating God’s model of 
fatherhood, and although he may not make the Queen’s Honours 
list, I know God notices.
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Stepdad – Dom

To overcome a disability and pursue a high-octane lifestyle in 
music are challenges enough for a young man. But then, one 
morning, he wakes up with a ready-made family unit and a 
sudden need to grow up. The secret? Keep smiling.

Dom laughs, ‘I jumped straight from zero to 60.’

‘Family life was gifted to me in a neat little present box,’ he grins. 
‘One day I was hanging out with bands in the States. Next I moved 
into a terraced house with my partner, Stacey, her 13-year-old son, 
Xander, a dog and two cats.’

We’re sat in a bustling city cafe, pouring the first of numerous pots of 
tea. Bearded hipsters in lumberjack shirts serve our tea on Scandi-
chic wooden trays. But Dom is not fazed. Indeed, he breaks off from 
our conversation to greet the waiters as they pass, peppering the 
exchanges with nods and ‘Yeah, cool man.’ I get the feeling they 
quite like him using the cafe as an extension of his laptop-toting 
workspace.

‘I still don’t want my own children,’ he tells me, sploshing milk 
into a sturdy, workman-like mug. ‘I had done the good uncle thing 
but always thought, “Well, I can give them back afterwards.”’ He 
laughs again, and I can see why The Independent on Sunday voted 
him one of the happiest people in the country in 2013. ‘Becoming a 
stepdad is the biggest decision I’ve ever made,’ he adds. ‘While my 
extracurricular music stuff keeps me balanced, the family is my life 
now.’
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As we chat, Dom is waiting on the paperwork to become Xander’s 
legal stepfather. The lad has a lot of anger, Dom explains, and was 
recently caught selling cigarettes to the younger kids at his school. 
Dom is heading home after our meeting to discuss with Stacey how 
to respond to the school. After that, he has a tour to plan, taking his 
hardcore punk band, Seep Away, out around the UK. Life is nothing 
if not interesting.

‘Neither Stacey nor Xander have ever had a father figure. Xander has 
never met his dad and has no interest to do so,’ says Dom, continuing 
with his open, ask-me-anything demeanour.

‘It’s simple,’ he adds with a matter-of-fact air. ‘You have to accept 
a lot of compromise when you get into a relationship with a single 
mum.’

The story so far

Dom arrives at our meeting with the look of Nirvana frontman Kurt 
Cobain, handling questions with shakes of his straggly, bottle-blonde 
hair and a touch of rock-star swagger. It’s a far cry from his younger 
days as a wheelchair-based child with cerebral palsy in Beverley, East 
Yorkshire. He has had multiple operations on his legs and feet, and 
now walks with the aid of twin sticks, albeit customised as befitting 
the lynchpin of a rock-music gathering.

Dom still remembers the way his childhood bedroom was basically 
his whole world. He painted giant murals on the walls as a teenager 
and is still addicted to playing video games. ‘I started crawling at the 
age of 12,’ he recalls. ‘Then, when I was 14, my grandma bought me 
a drum kit and it changed everything.’ Soon after he went to his first 
gig – a metal band called Breed 77 at the Adelphi Club in Hull.

Dom always knew he wanted to do something creative and 
harboured an early ambition to be an actor. He studied theatre at 
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college – often wearing skirts and full make-up. No wonder, then, 
that he landed a gig in a Marilyn Manson tribute band. Following 
a series of internships with magazine publishers in London, he 
enrolled in a master’s in magazine journalism. On the first night out 
of the new academic term, he met a girl at a local nightclub. 

‘It all comes down to my dance skills,’ he laughs. ‘I’m a killer on the 
dance floor. No, really, man. I’ve got some moves.’

The girl had dreadlocks and piercings – and an 8-year-old son. ‘You 
find all the girls with issues in the Goth scene,’ grins Dom.

They started a relationship that continued, despite long distances 
and assorted pressures, for several years. ‘I’d always thought, “No 
way, not the kids thing,”’ he recalls. ‘But it became increasingly 
important to move in together and strengthen the family unit. I 
wanted to take responsibility for them.’

He still recalls the first evening he spent with Stacey and Xander. ‘I 
was reading him a bedtime story about pirates and I was doing all 
the voices. He was draped across me and it felt oddly comfortable. 
To this day,’ he says, suddenly serious, ‘it’s still one of the defining 
moments of my life.’

Serious bit over, he laughs again: ‘I guess 2008 Dom is just very 
different to 2016 Dom.’

And tales of rock ’n’ roll excess are behind him now. ‘My life has done 
a complete U-turn. For me, it becomes less of a challenge every day.’

‘But my parents still don’t understand why I chose this path,’ he says. 
‘My mates are still going out and playing gigs. Nobody else gets it.’

‘But it’s okay,’ he adds. ‘I know they’re just looking out for me.’
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Teenage rebellion

Today Dom runs a series of businesses, including an online music 
magazine, Soundsphere (www.soundspheremag.com); a marketing 
agency for the music industry, Creative Condition (www.thecreative-
condition.co.uk); and a consultancy for disabled entrepreneurs, 
for which he picked up the award for entrepreneurial excellence at 
the National Diversity Awards 2012. He regularly delivers inspira-
tional talks to the delegates of Naidex, a trade and consumer show 
dedicated to the lifestyle of people with a disability or impairment.

But Dom’s role as a father is both his biggest challenge and greatest 
achievement so far. The best moment as a stepfather? He ponders 
for a moment, and then breaks into a smile. ‘Taking Stacey and 
Xander to a music festival in Budapest,’ he says. ‘That was cool, man.’

There have been tough times, of course. Dom and Stacey have felt 
their relationship being tested on several occasions, and the chal-
lenge of bringing up a young man, previously without a solid father 
figure, has heaped the pressure on at flashpoints. ‘There were 
moments when I thought, “I’m outta here.” Friends have told me 
about some mythical other life I could be leading. But it was gone in 
a moment and then I snapped back to reality,’ he says.

‘I know I couldn’t live without Stacey and Xander,’ he says. He swirls 
the tea in his mug then fixes me with his baby blues. ‘Growing up is 
growing up. You’ve got to live it and make new dreams. You’ve got 
to stick with it. It took four to five years to adapt to the idea. It was a 
massive adaption but, when I turned 30, I felt the moment had come.’ 

And now? ‘I’m here for the long haul – the rest of my life,’ he says. ‘I’m 
responsible for them now and would never leave them.’

But, for all the joys of fatherhood, stepping into an authority role 
with another man’s son is no easy task.
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‘I’m not a stereotypical disciplinarian,’ he says. ‘But that’s what not 
being a dad by blood does for you – it lets you stand back and take 
stock more. Stacey has a problem with my parenting skills. She says 
I need to get better. I’m not advising anyone to follow my model of 
parenting, but, still, it seems to work for me.’

‘I feel like I’m on Xander’s wavelength,’ he adds. ‘We talk about video 
games, comic books and music. Our dynamic is pretty chilled out. 
He’s just a good kid with a taste for rebellion.’

‘Having said that, it’s a constant battle to not be the friend,’ he adds. 
‘I’m not always comfortable with the role but being a parent and 
getting him to listen to me is what I’ve got to do. Hell, I didn’t even 
know I had this authoritarian voice inside me.’

Dom knows it’s a work in progress. With Xander in his early teens, 
there’s still a long way to go. ‘You have to invest, to graft, to learn to 
be a dad. There has to be compromise,’ he says. ‘I’ve had to learn the 
definition of parenting. Although it wasn’t a word I was particularly 
comfortable with.’

As he’s talking, I think about my own approach to parenting: the way, 
before divorce, I always used to be the nice cop and how, afterwards, 
I had to be the nasty cop, too. It was never a role I felt comfortable 
with and one, probably due to the stress of the situation, I fear 
I sometimes overplayed.

Dom knows that feeling, too. But sometimes he feels he is getting 
through. ‘He’s a teenager now but, despite the anger, he still tells me 
sometimes that he loves me and admires me.

‘The next minute,’ he adds, ‘he’s talking about how he has about five 
girlfriends on the go at the same time. They all seem to be called 
Abby, Abs or something.’
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Growing up

Looking to the future, Dom knows there are pitfalls ahead – in 
particular, the way that his free-form working routine regularly 
clashes with the more rigid rhythms of family life. ‘I know Stacey just 
wants a normal life,’ he says. ‘We’re a super-strong unit but, while I’ve 
changed my character, I can’t change the creative way I work.’

‘I did try getting a job in Lush once,’ he adds. ‘I thought I’d smell nice.’

Dom accepts that it’s an ongoing story but he’s not resentful of the 
way his life has changed – far from it. ‘I took a risk and I continue to 
do that to make my life worth living. I’m fully invested as a stepdad,’ 
he shrugs. ‘I guess I’m just in full-on dad mode.’

I know how he feels. There have been times when I have let things 
go – work, friends, opportunities – but I simply chose my daughters. 
Being with them when they were little felt more important to me. 
Like Dom, it was my choice.

We’re finishing our tea and the bearded hipsters are carrying 
designer-chic trays laden with overpriced focaccia for the start of the 
lunch rush. The soundtrack around us is shifting from gentle acoustic 
ballads to a more up-tempo beat. Before we head off, Dom tells me 
about an early Christmas present from Stacey and Xander – a comic 
book of their story as a family. 

‘I take it with me everywhere now,’ he grins. ‘We’re all sat on the sofa 
together, watching Deadpool and playing video games.’

He grins again. ‘It has been a six-year learning curve,’ he adds. ‘But 
it’s cool, man. Love changes everything.’
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Dad tips

Being a stepfather is about being the dose of reality. You have 
to be prepared to put in the graft.

A stepfather role gives you a good perspective and room 
to stand back, balancing being responsible with a sense of 
separation. I’m 80% stepdad and 20% friend.

Stepfamily facts

• There were 544,000 stepfamilies with dependent children in England 
and Wales in 2011.• The number of stepfamilies – a category which includes both married 
and unmarried parents – in England and Wales increased by 14% in the 
decade up to the 2011 Census.• Over the same period – which saw a soaring birth rate – the total number 
of families with dependent children rose by 150,000 to 4.3 million.• Of the 4.2 million children in England and Wales, 35% do not live with 
both parents.• Nearly a third of all couples bringing up children have a child from an 
earlier relationship in their family.• The growing number of stepfamilies means that nearly two million 
children in England and Wales live in a two-parent family – but with one 
parent who is not their own.• In 2016 there were 18.9 million families in the UK.

Sources: Office for National Statistics (www.ons.gov.uk); www.telegraph.
co.uk; Aviva Family Finances survey, reported in the Daily Mail (www.
dailymail.co.uk)
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Reflection

A recurring theme in Dom’s story is about growing up, and it reminds 
me of something the apostle Paul writes: ‘When I was a child, I talked 
like a child, I thought like a child, I reasoned like a child. When I became 
a man, I put the ways of childhood behind me’ (1 Corinthians 13:11).

Fatherhood has a way of jolting us men out of our childish ways and 
propelling us into maturity, and becoming a stepdad to an 8-year-
old son could not be described as a gentle introduction to the art of 
paternity. You’re in the deep end from the word go, and like many 
fathers Dom entertained thoughts of quitting, moments when he 
could have reverted to childlike behaviour – giving up, storming off, 
sulking. But instead he has decided to choose the narrow, rugged 
path of maturity, and stay put. He is a man who has placed the ways 
of childhood behind him. He talks differently, thinks differently, 
reasons differently, and sometimes it startles him. ‘Hell, I didn’t even 
know I had this authoritarian voice inside me,’ he says.

It’s surprising what we can discover inside ourselves, and fatherhood 
can trigger all sorts of questions that lead to moments of self-
discovery. Perhaps it is because we are no longer only thinking about 
ourselves; we have somebody else, for whom we’re responsible, to 
consider. For the first time, we may begin to ask ourselves what life is 
all about. Why am I here? What should I be doing? Where am I going? 
What do I want for my children? And the possibility of God can cross 
our minds. In the past, God may have seemed a childish notion, the 
stuff of Sunday-school lessons and superstitions; but now we are 
fathers he begins to make more sense.

God is our Father and perhaps it is our own fatherhood that makes 
us understand and value him more – just like properly appreciating 
our earthly parents when our children come along. As Mark Twain 
said, ‘When I was a boy of 14, my father was so ignorant I could 
hardly stand to have the old man around. But when I got to be 21, I 
was astonished at how much he had learned in seven years.’
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The maturity fatherhood brings can make us see things differently, 
and believing in God can begin to seem a less childish concept. The 
good news is that God’s love knows no limits, and there is always 
a forgiving welcome for those who have previously rejected or 
neglected him. God loves us through thick and thin.

Fatherhood is all about love, and when Dom says at the end of his 
story that love changes everything, I don’t think he’s referring to 
the kind of love that makes you doe-eyed and causes your heart to 
beat faster. The words Dom uses to describe his love for his family 
are ‘compromise’ and ‘graft’ and ‘responsibility’. He is a mature man 
working at being a great dad, and he is there for ‘the long haul’. It’s a 
philosophy of fatherhood he shares with God. 

https://www.brfonline.org.uk/9780857465696/
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